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deep freeze, with its easy-to-use interface, can be incorporated into an existing it security
infrastructure. the product can be deployed via a network of remote or local servers. it provides a

combination of powerful protection and high availability features that are not offered by other
products. deep freeze 8.31 is a security product that is both easy to set up and use. when the
system is set to restart & repair mode, the system will reboot and re-apply all of the settings,
security, and applications. this is the mode to use for routine maintenance and for updating

software. deep freeze 7.60.020 gives users a software-based solution to protect their system against
malicious software attacks. computer viruses can infect the computer and wreak havoc on the
system, so most antivirus programs require users to reboot the system to keep the virus from

spreading. deep freeze can prevent viruses from spreading by freezing the system so that the virus
can be deactivated. deep freeze will allow computers to remain safe and secure even if they are
currently infected with a virus. malicious software can cause much damage to a computer, and it

may be necessary to shut down the computer, delete the malicious software, and reboot the
computer in order to restore it to a working state. deep freeze will ensure that a computer is locked

down and protected even if it has been infected with a virus. when a computer is booting into
windows, it often has to be told which driver to use to control the display. one way to accomplish this

is to use the microsoft pnp (plug and play) device. however, this method of driver selection is not
secure because it requires the user to know the correct name of the driver and where to find it. deep
freeze can be configured to automatically select the correct driver for the computer without the user
having to know the name of the driver or where to find it. this option will ensure that the computer

boots into a safe operating system.
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